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The PDF Reference was first published when Adobe Acrobat was introduced in 1993. Since then, updated
versions of the PDF Reference have been made available from Adobe via the Web, and from time to time, in
traditional paper documents made available from book publishers.
PDF Reference and Adobe Extensions to the PDF
Complete coverage of HTML, CSS, Javascript and PHP for the Certified Web Developer Exam.
Become a Certified Web Developer | Udemy
Adobe is changing the world through digital experiences. We help our customers create, deliver and optimize
content and applications.
Adobe: Creative, marketing and document management solutions
Every trade has their tools and software development is no different. A good programmer or software
developer generally know their tools better than others and also have access to more powerful and advanced
tools than a average programmer, but there are certain tools which you expect every software developer
should know and this list is all about such tools.
10 Tools Every Software Developer/Programmer should know
Create a web form in minutes that generates PDF! Doculicious lets you create web forms that generate PDF
files. Upload your existing PDF forms and Doculicious will convert them to web forms.
Easily create embeddable web forms that generate PDF documents
Gain control over your PDFs. Create, convert, edit and secure your PDFs with Nuance Power PDF 3.
Nuance - PDF, Customer Service, HIM, and Speech
We create document creation/processing components for .NET, Java, Delphi VCL and Delphi FireMonkey
platforms.
Gnostice Developer Tools | Advanced DOCX, DOC and PDF
Foxit PDF SDK technology is constantly tested and updated making it the most robust PDF SDK for any
industry. Foxit SDKs can be used on any digital platform
Foxit PDF SDK Libraries | Proven, robust and battle-tested
Weâ€™ve just released Babylon.js 2.3 with the biggest set of features we ever shipped David (the other one)
presented on his blog the demo we built with Michel Rousseau: The Sponza demo.
EternalCoding â€“ var life = new[] {"eat", "sleep", "code"}
RehearsalÂ® Pro is the app for actors! Want to learn your lines? Want to be off-book, and book more work?
RehearsalÂ® Pro is the app for that. Its predecessor, RehearsalÂ® 2, featured in the New York Times, Fast
Company, LA Magazine and BACKSTAGE, became the entertainment industry standard for cast and crew to
organize their scripts for auditions and working on set.
Rehearsal Pro â€“ The App For Actors | Be off book, book
The best time tracking app. Track your time on any device, Slack and over 30 online services. Task
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management, timesheets and custom reports built-in.
TrackingTime - real time, collaboration and organization
The Web Accessibility team, in IST's Architecture, Platforms, and Integration (IST-API), assists UC Berkeley
departments in making campus websites accessible to people with disabilities.
Top 10 Tips for Making Your Website Accessible | Web Access
Gantt chart. Create tasks and milestones.Aside from the start date and duration, every task may have priority,
cost, color and fill pattern, text notes and user-defined custom fields.
GanttProject: free desktop project management app
Why choose ByteScout PDF Extractor SDK? The first thing to notice is an extremely friendly user interface of
all our tools.It helps you to operate a toolkit easily and to understand the tool even if you are a beginner in
programming.
Bytescout C# Extractor SDK â€“ Easy Way to Extract
The author's views are entirely his or her own (excluding the unlikely event of hypnosis) and may not always
reflect the views of Moz. Today we're excited to make freely available the new Web Developer's SEO Cheat
Sheet 3.0. Ever since the indelible Danny Dover created the original version in 2008 ...
The Web Developer's SEO Cheat Sheet 3.0 - Moz
SafePathÂ® Family SafePathÂ® Family is the most comprehensive, carrier-grade family safety app
available. By combining powerful family locator functionality with robust parental controls and built-in support
for wearable devices such as GPS wristwatches and pet trackers, SafePath Family enables mobile operators
to deliver a complete digital lifestyle solution to subscribers in one, easy-to-use ...
Smith Micro | Helping You Thrive In A Mobile Connected World
LEADTOOLS provides state-of-the-art Optical Character Recognition (OCR) SDK technology that converts
images of text to searchable PDF, DOC and more
OCR SDK Technology | C# .NET Toolkit | LEADTOOLS
Increase web presence with our comprehensive website SEO analysis and review tool. iwebchk is a free
SEO audit tool providing website analysis in SEO, performance, validity, security, accessibility and more.
SEO Audit and Website Analysis Tools | iwebchk
Using the File API, which was added to the DOM in HTML5, it's now possible for web content to ask the user
to select local files and then read the contents of those files. This selection can be done by either using an
HTML input element or by drag and drop.
Using files from web applications - Web APIs | MDN
Businesses everywhere are transforming into digital enterprises â€“ but itâ€™s not always that easy. SAP
Digital Business Services can help guide your transformation journey every step of the way, from strategy to
technology implementation and beyond.
Enterprise Mobility Software Solutions | Mobile Technology
Best Practices for Speeding Up Your Web Site. The Exceptional Performance team has identified a number
of best practices for making web pages fast.
Best Practices for Speeding Up Your Web Site - Yahoo
Desygner is a free graphic design software with thousands of ready-made beautiful templates which can
easily be tweaked, shared and printed in minutes. Design online and create your own stunning designs from
your computer, tablet or phone. Become a Desygner today, and start creating social media posts, header
images, banner ads, business documents, marketing materials, and more.
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Desygner | Design online graphics, posts, media
The official website for the Bluetooth wireless technology. Get up to date specifications, news, and
development info. Become a member today!
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